
COASTING TOGETHER 

 

Minutes of the meeting 18 February 2020 

 

1) Welcome  

Present: David Walker (Chair), Mark Benson (Treasurer), Stella Benson, Harold 

Williams, Bridget Davison (Centre Deputy Manager), Clare Johnson (Clinical Lead, 

Blatchford Prosthetic Service), Trudy Wood (Area Director, Children, Young People and 

Specialist Services, Brighton NHS Trust (and Ann Dyson’s manager)), Edwina Graham 

Petty.  

David welcomed Trudy to the meeting. 

 

2) Apologies 

Ann Dyson (General Manager Rehabilitation, Wheelchair and Community Equipment 

Services), Becki Gillies, Mike Dabner. 

 

3) Minutes of the previous meeting 

Agreed. 

 

4) Matters arising 

Marcia reported that now we have stickers on the magazines they are no longer going 

walkabout. 

David has heard from Albion in the Community about their ‘Wellbeing Sessions’; they 

are no longer happening. 

 

5) Rebranding/Communication - drive for new members 

i Promotion days Although information about the last promotion day was circulated to 

Centre staff, a reminder for future days is needed. Bridget. 

Re Keira’s email of 18 February about their Tea Morning on 27 February: we will 

combine this with another CT promotion day, Edwina will attend to help hand out cakes 

and CT postcards, Clare will email David with a list of party items (balloons, 

streamers,etc) in CT colours for decoration on future awareness days by the Reception 

staff. Sue Kennard will be asked by Clare if she has the time to make a CT cake. 

There is now a notice on the CT notice board about the website and an article on the 

Winter Lunch. 

The CT paper and online application form now asks ‘:How did you hear of Coasting 

Together?’. 

ii Postcode analysis It is possible to obtain clusters of amputee locations. Amy will be 

asked to do. 

iii Promotion with physios in other centres Clare to do and send CT postcards. 

iv Other thoughts None at present. 

 



6) Brighton General Hospital site redevelopment update 

Information sessions are being run for hospital staff. Bridget will send informational 

videos to David for the website. The project is considering legal issues at present. 

 

7) Treasury update 

There is in the order of £8,500 at bank. 

 

8) Fundraising 

i  Patrons Board 

     a) Renewals NRSL Care, Enable Holidays and BLESMA have replaced three 

companies on the board. All other companies have renewed. The total annual income 

from the board is £2000. Many thanks to Harold for all his commitment to this project. 

ii Other ideas Not required at present. 

 

9) Projects 

i Coasting Together notice board David to remind Mike of photo collage. Clare will do a 

montage of the upcoming promotion/tea party morning. 

ii Fish Tank No response from the Sea Life Centre. The empty fish tank has been 

moved to the basement from the children’s area due to safety issues. Bridget will 

pursue other avenues for acquiring a fully stocked and maintained (new) tank. 

iii New Toys The Barbie dolls, one with a prosthetic leg and one with a wheelchair, have 

arrived. The Little Tike shop is £260 on Amazon and no cheaper elsewhere, see David’s 

email of 19 February. A discussion ensued on how to redesign the area to meet national 

standards yet maintain its informality. No additional toys will be bought for now, unless 

the Little Tike Shop returns to previous price of £100. Harold suggested that a Wendy 

House might be popular. 

iv TVs with information loops Bridget to pursue. 

v Further suggestions The physios will specify their requirements for a swing bracket 

and TV for the Wii. 

 

10 Social 

i Exhibitions at Brighton Museum Stella can find nothing of interest. 

ii Spring/Summer Lunch Carluccio’s restaurant has closed robbing us of a popular 

venue. Stella will investigate the Beach Club on Brighton seafront for a May or July 

date. 

iii Future ideas None at present. 

 

11) Coasting Together website  

The website is up to date. £25 has been paid to avoid advertisements. 

 

12) Rehabilitation Centre management report 



1. Prosthetic activity   

Annual plan = 5,872 contacts* 

Year to date – month 10 (April - January) 

Month 10 plan = 4,893      Month 10 actual = 5,027    Variance = 3% over activity 

* A contact is where a patient sees a health professional. For example, where a 

patient visits to see a prosthetist and physiotherapist, this would count as 2 

contacts. 

2.  CQC 

 CQC made an informal engagement visit to the centre on 15th January with some     

positive feedback. 

They will be formally visiting the Trust in mid-March to inspect services – they 

may or may not come to the SRC. CQC will be doing the well-led part of their 

inspection which involves meeting with the Executive team and the Board of 

Directors on 21st and 22nd April. 

The team has been making preparations for this. 

  

3. Children’s facilities 

Thank you for funding the new toys which have gone down a treat. 

The team are working to improve the environment for children to comply more 

fully with national standards and will be: 

● Creating a half-height partition around the children’s area – we are  looking for 

imaginative ways of doing this such as having in-built play within the partition 

(ideas welcome) 

 

● Making the notice boards and area more child and young person friendly 

 

4. Clinical  commissioning policy – microprocessor knees (MPKs) 

This policy has been implemented locally and patients are being assessed, in 

order of priority, for MPKs.  To date: 

47 MPKs have been delivered (22 Orions, 23 C-legs, 2 Rheo) 

7 patients are currently trialling (2 Orions, 4 C-legs) 



5. Children’s activity prosthetic fund 

This is the fund set up by the Department of Health for sports prostheses for 

children. Between 750-1000 children have benefited nationally from this to date. 

The current fund is running until March 2020. There has been no news around 

whether it will continue – it is hoped that it will. 

  

6. Personal  Wheelchair Budgets 

The wheelchair service has just launched Personal Wheelchair Budgets. The 

right to have a Personal Wheelchair Budget became law at the end of last year 

and is replacing the wheelchair voucher scheme. 

How do Personal Wheelchair Budgets work? 

The scheme has three options to choose from: 

1. Notional Personal Wheelchair Budget – NHS Wheelchair 

(Which clients do not have to pay for) 

The Personal Wheelchair Budget is used within NHS services and involves 

the client accepting the NHS wheelchair prescribed for them. This will be 

supplied, repaired and maintained by the NHS at no charge to the client. It 

remains the property of the NHS. 

2. Notional Personal Wheelchair Budget with contribution 

(Clients contribute to the cost of the NHS wheelchair) 

The Personal Wheelchair Budget is where the client adds a contribution to 

upgrade or add extra features to the NHS wheelchair or buggy prescribed. 

The value of the Personal Wheelchair Budget equals the cost of the NHS 

wheelchair that would have been provided by the wheelchair service. The 

client pays the difference between this amount the cost of the chosen chair. 

With this option, the wheelchair remains the property of the NHS and will be 

repaired and maintained free of charge. 

3. Third Party Personal Wheelchair Budget 

(Access a wheelchair from outside the NHS) 

The client can use their Personal Wheelchair Budget to access a wheelchair 

of their choice from an independent supplier outside of the NHS. This option 

is only available when the wheelchair team agree that the chosen chair is 

clinically appropriate. The value of the Personal Wheelchair Budget equals 

the cost of the NHS wheelchair that would have been provided by the 

wheelchair service. There will also be a contribution towards the cost of the 



repair and maintenance of the wheelchair. The wheelchair remains the 

property of the client. 

More information: 

NHS England guidance on Personal Health Budget and some FAQs: 

https://www.england.nhs.uk/personal-health-budgets/personal-wheelchair-

budgets/frequently-asked-questions/#q9 

https://www.england.nhs.uk/wp-content/uploads/2014/09/guidance-on-the-legal-

rights-to-personal-health-budgets.pdf 

7. Staffing changes 

Emer Clark, wheelchair administrator, Brighton – started 13th February. 

Charlie Robinson, business manager – will be leaving to join the dental service at 

the end of March. 

 

13) Brighton Museum exhibition at Rehabilitation Centre  

It is difficult to contact via email maybe due to the conversion into a trust so we will 

leave it for now. 

14) Any Other Business 

Please note that the October meeting is rescheduled for Tuesday 29 September at 4pm 

in Reception at the Centre. 

For various personal reasons, Harold will probably resign from the committee. A 

replacement for managing the Patrons Board will be required. 

15) Next meeting: Tuesday 7 April 2020 at 4pm In the Reception Area of the 

Rehabilitation Centre, Brighton General Hospital 
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